Year: 4

Subject: R.E.

Unit of Study: Hinduism

Year 1—Christianity

Year 2—Judaism

Study Guide - History

Year 4—Hinduism

I need to know (continued):

Vocabulary
Hindu

Year 3—Islam

Linked Literature:

Someone who follows the religion Hinduism

Hinduism has no founder, single teacher nor any prophets.
Hinduism is not a Single Religion. Hinduism is the practices of a variety of different
religious groups which come out of India.

Religion

A system of faith and worship

Dharma

A complex idea that involves the right behaviour, following good morals (not doing whatever you want) and taking your responsibilities seriously.

Reincarnation

The soul is permanent, but lives in a body.
When the body dies the soul enters a new
body.

Moksha

The soul reuniting with Brahman and not
reincarnating.

Another Hindu symbol is the Swastika symbol which looks like the Nazi emblem. It
however is not the Nazi symbol and instead means 'being happy' . It is believed to
symbolise both good fortune and how life is movement.
Diwali usually honours Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth. The reason lamps are lit to
help Lakshmi find her way into people’s homes.

Brahman

The universal supreme god

Holi was first celebrated in North India (where it is a national holiday) but is now
celebrated in many parts of the world.

Atman

The part of Brahman that is a part of every
living thing—the soul

Hindus can worship at home and at the Mandir.

Trimurti

The three aspects of the universal god:
Brahman, Shiva and Vishnu.

Making offerings to the gods is something that can be done at home too.

Diwali

The Hindu Festival of Lights, held between
October and November.

Water, fruit, flowers and incense are offered to God.

Holi

A Hindu spring festival held in February or
March to celebrate Krishna.

Shivartri

A Hindu festival to celebrate Shiva.

Year 5—Sikhism

Year 6 – Buddhism

I need to do:

Prior knowledge:

Explore a range of religious stories and
sacred writings and talk about their
meanings.

Be able to talk about any beliefs that are important to me.

Name and explore a range of celebrations, worship and rituals in religion,
noting similarities where appropriate.
Identify the importance, for some people,
of belonging to a religion and recognise
the difference this makes to their lives.
Explore how religious beliefs and ideas
can be expressed through the arts and
communicate their responses.
Identify and suggest meanings for religious symbols and begin to use a range of
religious words.

Give a simple reason to say why a person may
have a particular belief.
Talk about and ask questions a story from a
number of religions.
Give a reason to say why their beliefs affect their
lives and compare with other people’s experiences.
Ask questions about religion and belief and
explore different answers to them.
Identify similarities and differences about factors
that may influence someone’s faith and/or beliefs.

Hindus believe that God can be seen in a person or an animal. They believe that
God is in everybody. For this reason many strict Hindu’s are vegetarians.
Cows are considered to be sacred animals among Hindus because they produce
milk . In India cows are allowed to wander freely.

I need to know (Content):

To understand the basic Hindu beliefs about God
To recognise the Aum symbol and its importance to Hindus.
To look at simple Hindu art and explore the use of simple patterns .
To be able to describe, explain the importance of Ganesh to Hindu
worship.
To look at different Hindu Gods and Goddesses and understand why
there are so many and the role they play in Hindu worship.
To understand the importance of Shrines, Puja Plates and Temples to
Hindus
To understand and explain the different festivals with a particular focus
on Diwali.

Who are Hindus?

What do Hindus believe?

What special symbols do they
have?

What is Diwali?

What is Holi?

What is Shivartri?

Lesson content and skills

Learning in books

Who are Hindu’s?

Children to write Hindu’s believe that God is everywhere even if you cannot see him.

What is Hinduism? Paired discussion followed by group/class discussion with mind mapping on the board (can be photographed and stuck
in books for evidence).

Followed by them drawing and explaining their own example.

Show the children the BBC clip on ‘what Hindus believe about God’ http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/hindu-godganesh/4798.html

Children to write down 5 – 10 key words e.g. Brahman around the Aum symbol which represent Hinduism.

Evaluation
Gallery the hands, peers to give feedbacks
whose did they like and why.

What have they learnt today? (plenary
triangle)

Discuss the symbolism of salt in the clip and this meaning – what other examples can the children come up with whereby we know something is there but we cannot see it.
Children use pre-cut hands to decorate using fine black pens.
Class discussion - Look at the Aum symbol, do the children recognize it? What might it mean and where might it be shown in a Hindu
home? What does it represent?
Show children examples of Hindu art. Discuss slides briefly as a way into the topic but focus on the Henna slides at the end.
Look at and describe the image of Ganesh – what can we identify in the picture? What type of God do we think he is? E.g. kind, smiling
expression etc.
Why do they think he has an elephant head? Group discussion and then share their ideas (mind map on board)
Read the story to the class – pause where Parvati creates little boy and ask who they think it is. Pause again after Shiva beheads him and
ask them to predict what will happen next.
Watch the following clip:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/hindu-beliefs-about-god/3632.html

LA – add notes to the story map of Ganesh, have vocabulary bank on the board.
MA – finish the story map and add appropriate notes

Re-cap what they have learnt, can be a fun
‘Simon Says’ style finish.

HA—describe key parts of the story; include a focus on the feelings of Ganesh, Parvati and
Shiva.

Create different Top Trump cards the children must come up with their own informative
page on the Hindu God of their choice. They may use their iPad to find out additional information.

What does this clip tell us about Hindu Gods? Why are they so important to Hindu worship? Why might they have more than 1 God?

E.g. Name, Characteristics, Powers, Key features, Transport

Ask the children to think about the place that is most special to them. Why is it special? What makes it special? Look at picture of shrine –
What do you think it is? Where might it be found? Why might they have one of these?

To label their own puja plates – naming and explaining in a simple sentence for why they are
important.

http://www.crickweb.co.uk/ks2re.html

Explain the importance of a shrine to a Hindu family and how they go to the shrine to focus their energy and concentration when praying
as a family. http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/puja/4799.html
Point out the different images found in the shrine image. Explain that each shrine has a puja plate – what do they think the different items
are? http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/ngfl/re/b-dag/ngfl-container/re-unit4-en.html. Go through the different items, children can
be focusing on the task during the explanation.
Put up an image page of Mandirs – what are there first thoughts about what they see, what do they think they are? Why? How can you tell
this place is special?

Children to stick in a picture of a Mandir, Write a description of the importance of a Mandir
to Hindu worship.

Play the 2 different clips http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/worship-in-a-hindu-shrine/3619.html AND http://www.bbc.co.uk/
learningzone/clips/neasden-temple-london/5919.html Discuss the clip – get children thoughts, compare to places of worship they visit.
Look back to the images of Mandirs – why might they all be different? Do they all have the same role?

Label key parts of a Mandir – chn to add additional facts on Mandirs using focus questions
and the iPads or resource packs to find the answers.

Light a diva and ask the children to look at the flame: encourage them to write down their initial feelings and thoughts.. Discuss the symbolic significance of light and mention other religions that use light as a symbol.. Explain how the diva originated from the story, and why it
is lit to celebrate Diwali. http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/celebrating-diwali/3627.html If there are any children who are Hindu
within the class- politely ask them if they can share any activities and rituals they do during the time of Diwali. Look at the tradition Diwali
story http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/ngfl/re/b-dag/ngfl-container/re-unit3-en.html

In pairs they are going to design a poster on Diwali – they must make sure it is eye catching
and contains lots of detail about the event e.g. date, what they have to do to be a part of it,
where it might be etc.

Peer assess posters
1 thing you like, 1 thing to improve

